Medication Carts

Tech-Ready

Capsa Healthcare’s tech-ready configurable cart design easily mobilizes your computing needs. Expansive capacity, durable construction, and enhanced mobility. Multiple models accommodate punch card, 30-day box, automated packaging, or other medication packaging systems.

The Capsa Tech-Ready Difference

- Integrated slide-out keyboard and mouse drawer
- Range of hardware mounting solutions that provide flexible monitor positioning and adjustment
- Open-platform design accommodates self-powered hardware including laptop, tablet, and All-In-One computers
- Available in an array of models to accommodate a wide range of medication systems including punch card, 30-day box, and automated packaging
- Drawers feature an integrated divided system that permits customized organization for wipes, lotions, otics, and other medication administration supplies
- Enhanced security with a choice of proven lock systems, and cart user audit

Computer Mounting Solutions

All Capsa medication and procedure carts can be equipped for mobile computing. We offer mounting systems for laptop, All-In-One, and hardware for top or back-mounting.

Ask your Capsa representative about additional computer mounting solutions.